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The average keyboard has 3,500 germ
microbes per square inch.* Sprayduster
products have been specifically designed
to help reach those difficult spots
between the keys on your keyboard.
*Source University of Arizona.

SPRAYDUSTERS
The AF range of Spraydusters are manufactured
from non-flammable blends of gas and give off zero
residue. There are a variety of strengths on offer:
standard, high power and super power as well
as non-invertible and invertible aerosols to allow
access to the most difficult of areas.

Where they are most likely to be used:
Ideal for computers, keyboards, printers, timing devices, cash
machines, fax machines, photocopiers, audio/video equipment,
photographic equipment, CDs and DVDs and delicate laboratory
equipment. Provides excellent service and maintenance aid.

The specialist manufacturers of technology and office equipment cleaning products for:
PC • Workstation • Office equipment • Multi-media • Tablet • Smartphone
Touch and plasma screen technology • Game console

HELP US Spread the word, not the germs

Sprayduster - duster, non-flammable

Sprayduster - duster, non-flammable

SDU100

SDU125D

100g aerosol

The smallest AF Sprayduster, provides
a handy transportable solution to
removing dust and debris.

125ml aerosol - invertible

Standard strength sprayduster
which can be inverted and sprayed
in any direction without threat of
dispensing liquid onto valuable
equipment. Ideal for removing dust,
lint and other contaminants from
hard to reach areas.

For use on keyboards and hard
to reach areas, also for use on
camera lenses.

Sprayduster - duster, non-flammable

Sprayduster - with low GWP

SDU200D

SDUH200D

200ml aerosol - invertible

Standard strength sprayduster which
can be inverted and sprayed in any
direction without threat of dispensing
liquid onto valuable equipment.
Ideal for removing dust, lint and
other contaminants from hard to
reach areas.

200ml aerosol - invertible

Pure compressed non-flammable
gas for blowing dust and debris
from inaccessible areas of computer
and office equipment. Contains
hydrofluorocarbon propellant with
improved environmental properties
extremely low global warming
potential (GWP).

Sprayduster - duster, non-flammable

Sprayduster - duster - Eastern European specification

SDU400D

SDU400E

400g aerosol -non invertible

400g aerosol - non invertible

Non-invertible, must be used upright.
Ideal for removing dust and debris
from computers, keyboards, printers,
fax machines, audio equipment, VCRs,
CDs and delicate lab equipment.
(English / Czech / Polish / Hungarian /
Russian)

Non-invertible, must be used upright.
Ideal for removing dust and debris
from computers, keyboards, printers,
fax machines, audio equipment, VCRs,
CDs and delicate lab equipment.

Superduster - high performance duster, non-flammable

Superduster invertible - high performance duster, non-flammable

SPD300

SPDI200

300ml aerosol - non invertible

This compressed duster has the
highest power. One quick blast and
your surfaces are instantly clean of all
dust and debris. Non-flammable and
non-invertible.

200ml aerosol - invertible

This compressed duster has the
highest power. One quick blast and
your surfaces are instantly clean of all
dust and debris. Non-flammable and
invertible for all those hard to reach
places.

Sprayduster – duster - economical invertible
SDU250D

250ml aerosol - invertible

Standard strength invertible sprayduster
made with a more economical and
environmentally friendly gas. Ideal
for using with keyboards, printers, fax
machines and computers. It can be
used at any angle making ideal for
delicate electrical and optical equipment.
Electrical equipment should be switched
off and allowed to cool.

twitter.com/afinternational
facebook.com/afinternational

Visit our friendly website at www.af-net.com to find your
nearest distributor or to enquire about buying direct.

